Masterclass with Alex Majoli and Erik Kessels in Venice
Join Magnum photographer Alex Majoli for a 3-day workshop in a
stunning environment, with artist, designer and curator Erik Kessels,
in collaboration with Fondazione Giorgio Cini.

21-22-23 April 2020
Fondazone Giorgio Cini, Isola di San Giorgio Maggiore
Venezia

Magnum Photos and the Fondazione Giorgio Cini are thrilled to launch applications for
the second workshop organized on the island of San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice, offering
participants to work on their projects in an immersive and intimate group setting.
Organized into intensive sessions of lectures, discussions, practical exercises, and group
portfolio reviews – this workshop will help you to develop your individual project
objectives and give you insight on how to pursue your project, whether you want to keep
shooting, publish it in a book or exhibit it. Through individual mentoring and wider
discussions on the contemporary editorial environment, the masterclass will contextualize
and shape the vision of each involved photographer and define the process of conceiving
and executing a long-term project.
This opportunity is suitable for professional photographers with a great range of body of
work who are looking for assistance in the final stage of their projects. Each participant
will have an opportunity to gain a better understanding of the editing process of long-term
projects and choosing the right format for displaying them.
People working with vernacular photography are also welcomed to apply.
This workshop offers:
- Mentoring by Magnum photographer Alex Majoli and Erik Kessels
- Group portfolio reviews
- Individual project development tutoring
- Editing, designing and mentoring sessions to develop a coherent body of documentary
work
- Accommodation on the island San Giorgio Maggiore
- Lunches

Where & When:
Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Isola di San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice, Italy
From 21st till 23rd April 2020
Language
The workshop will be held in English
We advise that the participants arrive on the 20th and leave on the 24th.
Fees
Price: 800€ (incl. VAT)
Terms and Conditions apply.
See the bottom of this page for more details.
The fees include 4 nights accommodation in individual rooms in the facilities of the
Abbey, 3 breakfasts, 3 lunches and snacks during the workshop.
Scholarship
Magnum Photos and the Fondazione Giorgio Cini are proud to sponsor one scholarship
for this workshop and are inviting photographers to submit their applications.
The successful candidate will be selected by Alex Majoli, Erik Kessels and the
representatives of Magnum. The successful applicant will be responsible for covering
his/her expenses for the workshop (international and on the ground travels).
For

further

information

and

sending

the

application:

https://www.magnumphotos.com/events/event/masterclass-with-alex-majoli-and-erikkessels-in-venice/?fbclid=IwAR1SZbMV6U5IeCaKhivd_YC1TOSectqQA4YjyTaA5BJZ7sxav31LIyRGRQ

